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1. Introduction and Statement of the Results

Let Q be a bounded smooth domain of IR2. In this paper we consider reaction diffusion
systems with dispersion of the form

—Div(aVu) + 3-1 13,-(z),§;7 + Au + f(u) = o, in n,
(1.1)

335“- + g(u) = o, in an.

Where u = (u1,-- “Ng; N > 1 0 (=1) diag(al(1)' 0NI( )) a; E Cl(§),ai(1)> mo > 0,
z E Q, 1 < i < N, =(aVu, n), 17 is the outward normal and B_,- =diag(b},---,b§v) is

continuous in Q, j =ln2. Let 650,513 > 0,15 i _<_ N and f = (f1,"°,fN)T =1RN —' IRN,

= (91, ' ' ' ,gN)T : IRN —> 111” be smooth functions satisfying

ug(¢\u.~ + f.-(u)) > 0
(1.2)

“i gill.) > 01

u; ¢ Ego =: [—£-.-o,£.~o], 1 5 i _<_ N. In other words, at the boundary of rectangles with faces
parallel to 20 := 11941250 and containing 20, the vector fields Au+ f(u) and g(u) point outward.

We are interested on global well posedness and on existence of global attractors for such
problems.

1Research partially supported by CNPq - Ministry of Science and Technology - Brazil, prooua number
300889/92-5.

2Bacardi partially supported by DGICYT, PB90—0235, Spain and BBC Grant SCI-CT91-0732.
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It has been proved in Carvalho and Rodriguez-Berna] [1994], for the scalar case, N=1, and
Q C IR", 11 5 3, that under some growth assumptions on the nonlinearity f, the problem (1.1),
with Bj .=_ 0, j = 1,2, has a global attractor in film). More specifically, for n = 2, f and 9
are required to satisfy, instead of (1.2), liminf|,|_.°°M 2 0,1iminf|,|_.°° (if) 2 0, one of the
inequalities being strict, and

1m lf’(s)| _
[cl-mo c" M“ I r:E

(see also, Hale [1988], Hale and Range] [1992], Carvalho [1992] and Carvalho and Oliveira [1992],
for the case 9 = 0 and more restrictive hypothesis on f).

These growth assumptions are used to obtain local existence of solutions for ( 1.1) and also
play a role in obtaining energy estimates necessary to guarantee that the solution operator for
(1.1) defines a global dynamical system which is bounded dissipative.

We will show below, that by restricting the space of initial data, no growth assumptions are
needed for local existence of solutions for (1.1).

In particular, we will consider spaces which are embedded in CG!) Since all functions in
this space are bounded, no growth conditions on f and y are required for local existence. Our
aim is to show that in such spaces the problem (1.1) has a global attractor and to obtain some
good estimates for the size of the attractor in the uniform norm. This problem has been studied
in Carvalho and Ruas-Filho [1993], for the case 9 = 0.

Before we proceed let us introduce some notation. Let X = L2(Q,IR") and A : D(A) C
X —-> X be the operator A = diag(A1, - --AN) defined by

D(Aii = {¢ e Wm) : is = 0},

A.-¢ = —Div(a.-(z)V¢) + E§=1b§(z)§,% + Ad»,

where gala. = a;(Vu,'Fi), i = 1,... ,N.
We can define the fractional powers A“ of A (see, for example, Henry [1981]) and the frac-

tional power spaces X“ := D(A“) endowed with the graph norm, a 6 IR, where X“ = (X“a )',
if a < 0. In this case we can always view A as a sectorial operator with compact resolvent from
X“"’1 into X“ which is positive and self adjoint if R, E 0, for j = 1,2.

Hale [1986] proved the existence of a local attractor for (1.1), with g = O, which coincides
with the embedding of the attractor for 11+ Au+ f(u) = 0 into the subspace of constant functions
of X“, a > %, if the diffusion coefficient a(z) is large (see also, Hale and Rocha [1987a,b] and
Hale and Sakamoto [1989]). However, the techniques employed by Hale [1986] would only apply
to global attractors if some a priori bound on the size of the absorbing set could be obtained and
only if the diffusion coefficient is large (see Carvalho [1992] and Carvalho and Oliveira [1992]).
This a priori bounds are obtained in Carvalho and Ruas-Filho [1993] for the case g = 0, also
working in X“, for a > % and n = 3.
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Here we prove the existence of a global attractor for the problem (1.1) regardless of the
size of the diffusion coefficient a(z) and for g 54 0. We also give uniform bounds on the size of
the attractor which will make the results of Carvalho [1992] and Carvalho and Oliveira [1992]

applicable to the case a 7st i]; as in Hale [1986], Hale and Rocha[1987a,b] and Hale and Sakamoto
[1989] (see also Fusco [1987]).

To carry on this project we need to obtain that the solution operator associated to (1.1)
is globally defined, that orbits of bounded subsets of X°, under the flow defined by (1.1), are
bounded subsets of X °’ and that there is a bounded set that attracts points of X °'. Since the
solution operator associated to (1.1) is compact, Theorem 3.4.6 in Hale [1989] would guarantee
the existence of a global attractor.

Let us mention that Hale [1986], Hale and Rocha [1987a,b], Hale and Sakamoto [1989] and
Carvalho and Ruas-Filho [1993], work in X a for a > ‘i’ and n = 3. The reason for this is the
embedding X °‘ C C(fi). However, for a > 2, the space X ° incorporates the boundary condition
367“: = 0 and therefore, this cannot be the right space to work on with g 96 0. However, for

n = 2 and % > a > %, we have that X“ C CG?) and X° does not incorporate any boundary
condition. Therefore, we work in this range of a.

Observe that for Q C IR we can take a = i and all the results hold true without any changes.
Therefore, we restrict the presentation to the two dimensional case.

Next let us state our main results. In Section 3, we prove

Theorem 1.1 Under the above hypotheses, the solutions of(1.l) with initial data in X“, g >
a > %, are globally defined and orbits of bounded subsets of X“, under the flow defined by (1.1),
are also bounded subsets ofX“.

Then, in Section 4, we prove

Theorem 1.2 Suppose that f,g : IR” —> IR” are C1 and C2, respectively, and satisfy (1.2).
Then, the problem (1.1) has a global attractor A in X". Furthermore,

u(z) E 20, Vz E Q, Vu E A.

Once we prove this theorem, the next result follows from Hale [1989] and from the fact that
a constant equilibrium no for (1.1) may only happen if Aug + f(u.o) = g(uo) = 0,

Theorem 1.3 The elliptic problem

—Div(aVu) +2; Email, + Au + f(u) = o

£fi+flfl=o
has at least one solution which is nontrivial if AI + f and 9 have no common zeros.

If we assume that (1.1) has gradient structure; that is, there are scalar potentials F and G
such that VF = f and VG = g and E; E 0, j = 1,2, we prove that
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Theorem 1.4 Under the above assumptions, the attmctor A for (1.1) verifies

A = W“(E),

where W“(E) is the unstable set, in X“, of the set of equilibrium point! B.

This is done in Section 5. Finally, in Section 6, we prove analogous results for alternative
dissipativeness conditions.

The tools employed are the invariance theory as in Henry [1981], the theory of invariant
regions of Chueh, Conley and Smoller [1977] and the results in Rodriguez-Berna] [1993] and
Carvalho and Rodriguez-Bernal [1994].

2. Local Existence

It is well known that A = diag(A1,~--AN) defined by

Don) = w 6 Hum : 52? = 0},

A¢ = —Div(a,-V¢) + 2,241,313“)? + ,\¢,

where EQH— ._—-a,-(Vu, n), i = 1,. .,N, generates an analytic semigroup on X“ and that, for
suitable A, it satisfies the following estimates

ue-A’uonxa s Me-"nuonxa, ta 0,
(2.1)

||e"'“uo|]xo _<_ Me“‘t"“||u0||X, t > 0,

for some 6 > 0, M 2 1. In particular, if B, E 0, j = 1,2, A can be taken any positive number.
On the other hand, if dispersion is present, A has to be taken large enough for the semigroup to
decay exponentially.

Assume that h : X“ —> Xp
, fl 6 IR, is a map which is bounded and locally Lipschitz

continuous and consider the abstract parabolic problem

%—'—t‘- + Au + h(u) = 0

(2.2)
u(0) = 110 E X“

in X“. Then, it has a unique solution in X“, whenever a E [fl,fl+ 1) and for any no 6 X“. This
solution u(t, no) is defined in a maximal interval of existence [0,tmax) and either imax = +00
or tmax < co and ||u(t,uo)||xa —+ 00 as t —> imax (see Henry [1981]).

Writing problem (1.1) in the form (2.2) and using the variation of constants formula, we can
write the solution through no G X“ as

T(t)uo = e'A‘uo — I: e'A("')h(T(s)uo)ds.
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In the particular case of the problems (1.1) and % > o > %, following Rodriguez-Berni
[1993], we consider the functionals

M") == fn(“) + yr“)

which act on test functions in the following way

(h(u),¢) = (fo(“),¢) + (9r(“),7(¢))

where 7 denotes the trace operator and In : X °' -> L’(Q,IR") and gr : X“ —+ H i(1‘,IR")

are the maps defined by fn(u)(z) = f(u(z)) and gp(u) = 7(gg(u)) with gn(u) defined by
gg(u)(z) = g(u(z)). Assume that fn, gr are maps which are Lipschitz continuous in bounded
subsets of X a; then, gr, is Lipschitz continuous in bounded subsets of X °’

.

Note that (fg(u),¢) is well defined acting on test functions (I: E L2(Q,IR”), and that
(gr(u),7(¢)) is well defined acting on test functions (17 G H'(Q,1R"), for any r > %, since
in this case 7(¢) E L2(I",IR"). Therefore, with the hypothesis above h(u) is a functional in
H"(Q,1RN), r > %. Furthermore,

(fn(u) - fn(v),¢) 5 WM) — f(v)||L2(Q.RN)|l¢||L2(n,RN) 5 LN" - vllX°|l¢l|L2(n,RN)

and

(QI‘W) " gr("),7(¢)) S ”900 — 9(v)|lL=(r,RN)||‘Y(¢)||L2(r,RN) S Lll“ — U||X°||¢||H'(n,n")’

which proves that h : X“ —> H"(Q,IR’§’), % < r < l, is a map which is Lipschitz continuous
' in bounded subsets of H1(Q,IR"). Therefore fl := —§ e (—%,—%), and we have that problem
(2.2) has a unique solution in X“ for any uo 6 X“ and for any a e [fl,fl + 1). In particular the
problem is locally well posed in X ° for % > a > %.

So, all we need is proving that fg and gr are Lipschitz continuous in bounded sets for (1.1)
to be locally well posed in X“.

Lemma 2.1 Assume that f :1R" —> IR" and g : IR" —+ IR" are C1 and 02 functions, respec-
tively. Let f“ zX" -» mam"), gQ :X° —» 171mm") and gr : X" -» shun”) be the
maps defined by

fo(¢)(z) = f(¢(3)), gn(¢)(z) = y(¢(=r)), and er = 7 0 9n-

Then, fn and gr are well defined maps which are Lipschitz continuous in bounded sets ofX °’.
,

Proof: We prove only the assertions on yr and 99 to illustrate the techniques. Let u,v E X "’

such that ||u||xo S R and "sup 5 R. Then, since X "’ C C(fl) with continuous embedding, we
have that ||u||°° 5 K R and ||v||°° < K R where K is the embedding constant for X °‘ C 065).
Hence, for some L1(R) > 0, we have that

Ilg(u) - s(v)||x S L1(R)II" - "llx S L1(R)II" — "Ibo-
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and for some L2(R) > 0

Ilsz'(u)'\"u - 9’(v)Vvllx IA Lz(R)IIu - vlloolIV'dlx + L1(R)IIV“ - Vvllx

IA L300"?! - ”llX°-

The result for ya follows trivially from these estimates. The result for gr follows from the fact
that the trace operator 7 : H1(Q,IR") -» Hi(l‘,lR") is bounded. Cl

Note that, no growth assumptions are made on the nonlinearities f and g.

3. Boundedness of the Semigroup

In this section we prove that solutions of ( 1.1), with initial data in X°, are globally defined
and that orbits of bounded subsets of X“, under the flow defined by (1.1), are also bounded
subsets of X“.

Lemma 3.1 Let [3 = -g, r > % and a + g < 1. If|]T(t)uo||C(fi) 5 N], for allt 6 [0,tmx), for
some N1 > 0; then, tmaz = +00 and ||T(t)uo[|xa 5 N2, for allt 2 0.

Proof: Using the variation of constants formula we obtain

“Tuneup s Munster“ + MK A's-“H’s — s)-°-%ds. (3.1)

With K = SUPie[o,tm..) {llfQ(T(t)u0)llL2(Q,RN) + ll9F(T(t)uo)llu(p,RN)} < 00, since,

|<h<T<s>uo).¢>_.,.| s V“ f(T(s>uo)¢| + Mgramme!
S (llffl(T(s)u0)l|L2(9,RN) + |l9r(T(5)uo)llL2(r,RN)) l|¢|lur(nB~).

since the right hand side of (3.1) is bounded for t E [0,tmax), the solutions must exist for t 2 0

and the result is proved. D

Therefore, if we are able to obtain estimates in CG?) for T(t)uo, 0 5 t < tn“, a similar
estimate can be obtained in X a , % < a < l—g and the solutions are globally defined. To obtain
such estimates in C(§) we introduce the notion of invariant regions as in Smoller [1983].

Definition 3.1 A set 2 C R” is called a positively invariant region for the local solution of
(1.1) if any solution T(t)uo satisfying uo(z) E 2, V1: 6 fl is such that (T(t)uo)(a:) E 2, V: e Q

and for all t in the maximal interval of ezistence of the solution.

Our next result characterizes some of the invariant regions of the problem (1.1) (see also
Carvalho and Ruas-Filho [1993] for the case g = 0).
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Theorem 3.1 Let £5, £5 ? 0, 15 j 5 N be such that u_,-(Au,~ + f,-(u)) > 0 and u,- gJ-(u) > 0 for
all u 6 IR" with u,- ¢ [—£,',£,-] =: 25. Then, the rectangle E = llj-LEJ- is an invariant region
for the local solution of (1.1).

Proof: If there is a solution v(z,t) = (v‘(z,t),v2(z,t),- - - ,v~(z,t)) of (1.1) with initial data
v(z,0) = (vl(z,0),vz(z,0),-- - ,vN(z,0)) E Efor all z 6 fl, that does not stay in 21 = (—oo,£1]x
lRN‘l for all t e [0,tm), then there is a to and 30 6 fl such that

vl(z,t) < (1, 0 5 t < to, z E Q, and v‘(zo,to) = (1.

We observe that 20 ¢ I‘ since in this case it would be a maximum point for v1 with negative
normal derivative, since gl(v) > 0. This leads to a contradiction, hence 20 E 9.

Therefore, if v‘(:co,t) < £1, Vt 6 [0,to) and v1(zo,to) = {1 implies v}(zo,to) < 0; then, 21
is invariant.

Observe that
2

. 301
vi(fl¢o,to) — D1V(01V91(1‘0JO))+ A”1(Io,to) + Z b}(zo)5;7(zo,to) + f1(v(:co,to)) = 0. (3.2)

j=l J

We claim that Vol = 0 at (zo,to). In fact, if %% > O at (zo,t0), for some 1 5 i 5 n; then,
v(zo,t0) = fl and v1(:c,to) > 6; for some at with la: — to! small. This implies that v1(z,t) > £1

for a: near me and t < to near t. This contradicts the definition of to and then 2—2; 5 0. Using the

same reasoning we obtain that gz—t 2 0 at (xo,t0), for some 1 5 i S 71, leads to a contradiction
and the claim is proved.

Similarly, vim. 5 0, for all 1 _<_ i 5 71. Therefore, Div(a1Vv1(zo,t0)) = alAv‘ + Va] - Vvl =
alAv1 5 0 and from expression (3.2), we have

v}(zo,to) S —f1(v(zo,to)) — Avl(20,to) < 0.

Therefore, (—oo,§1] x IRN'l is an invariant region for the local solution of (1.1). In the
same way we obtain that [—§1,oo) x IRN'1 is also an invariant region. From the fact that the
intersection of invariant regions is still invariant, the proof is completed. B

Corollary 3.1 For any an E X“ the local solution T(t)uo of (1.1) through an satisfies

||T(t)“0||r.°°(n,n") 5 Nb

for some N1 > 0, whenever defined. Furthermore, if B is a bounded subset of X“, there are
constants K1, K2,K3, depending only on B, such that

t
||T(t)uo||xo _<_ K1 + Kg/O (t _ 8)_°‘5e°‘("‘)ds 5 K3

VtannquoeB.
Proof: Given uo E X“ C 067) we can always chose 2 as in Theorem 3.1 such that uo(z) e 2,
V: E Q. If B C X“ is bounded, E can be chosen the same for every uo E B and the rest follows
from Theorem 3.1 and Lemma 3.1.0
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4. Existence of Global Attractors

In this section we use the invariance theory, as in Henry [1981] , to prove that there is a
bounded set in X“ which attracts points of X“ .

To prove that the solution operator for (1.1) is point dissipative we must first prove that the
orbit of a point dz 6 X“ is a compact subset of X“. This is a consequence of the following result
(see Henry [1981], Theorem 3.3.6).

Theorem 4.1 In the problem (2.2) assume that the nonlinearity h is Lipschitz continuous in
bounded subsets ofX“ and that A is a sectorial operator with compact resolvent. If T(t)¢ is a
solution of (2.2) on [0, 00) with [[T(t)¢>[|a bounded as t -> 00; then, {T(t)¢, t 2 0} is a compact
subset of X“. Fhrthermore, if B is a bounded subset of X“ and T(t)B remains in a bounded
subset of X“ as t —r 00; then, {T(t)B, t 2 1} is a compact subset ofX“.

The next theorem is a classical result from invariance theory and will be the main too] in
the proof of point dissipativeness (see, for example, Henry [1981] and Hale [1989]).

Theorem 4.2 Suppose that no G X“ and {T(t)u0, t 2 0} lies in a compact set in X“; then,
w(uo) is nonempty, compact, invariant, connected, and dist(T(t)uo,w(u0)) —> 0 as t _. +oo.

Similarly, if there is a negative orbit through no and {T(t)u0, t _<_ 0} lies in a compact set
in X“; then, a(uo) is nonempty, compact, invariant, connected, and dist(T(t)uo,o(uo)) —+ 0 as
t ——> —00.

Next, we recall the definition of Liapunov function.

Definition 4.1 Let {T(t), t 2 0} be a dynamical system on X“. A Liapunov function for T(t)
is a continuous real valued function V : X“ —-> IR such that

V(¢) = lim supw 5 0
t---v0+ t

for all (15 E X“.

The following result has a classical and simple proof that we present for completeness.

Theorem 4.3 Let V be a Liapunovfunction for T(t) on X“ and define E = {do 6 X“ : V(¢) =
0} andM the maximal invariant subset of B. If {T(t)u0, t 2 0} lies in a compact set in X“,
then T(t)uo —+ M as t —> +00.

Proof: By hypothesis, V(T(t)uo) is nonincreasing for t 2 0 and bounded below, since the orbit
{T(t)uo, t 2 0} is precompact, so l = limp“, V(T(t)uo) exists. If y E w(uo), then V(y) = i, so
also V(T(t)y) = t, t z o, and so fly) = 0. Thus um) c E, so w(uo) c M and from Theorem
4.2 it attracts T(t)uo and the result is provedfl

We are interested in obtaining that the solution operator {T(t), t 2 0} for the parabolic
system (1.1) is point dissipative. For this, we will construct a suitable Liapunov function.
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Let f : IR" —» IR" and g : IR” —> IR" be Cl and C2 functions, respectively, satisfying (1.2),
that is

u-‘(Aue + AM) > 0, veg-"(10 > 0. u.- ¢ I—Eeo,£.-o] =: 260, 1 s i 5 N. (4.1)

We take the rectangle 20 = “£1250 C IR" and define 2, = Mid—fig — 136-0 + r], 1- 2 0,
then {2,, r 2 0} covers IR". To simplify the notation, when dealing with these rectangles, we
denote l,- := —£—io - r and r,- := {to + 1. Let p20 : IR" —> 1R+ defined by

pg°(u) = inf{r 2 0 : u E E,} (4.2)

and define F3, :X° --> IR+ by

Fz°(w) = sup{pzo(w(z)) : z E 9}. (4.3)
'

It is easy to check that FED is a continuous function and F2°(w) = 0 if and only if w(:r:) E 20
for all x E 9.

Theorem 4.4 Let f, g and 27, T > 0, be as before. Suppose that u(-,t) E X" is a solution of
(1.1). Then, for any T > 0 for which Fgo(u(-,T)) = ‘r > 0, there exists 17 > 0 such that

lim sup
FE°(‘U(',T + h» '_ F20(u('7T))

11—43 h S —17.
' (4.4)

Proof: If on(u(-,T)) = ‘r > 0 and E, = Hf=l[l,~,r,~], we have that l, _<_ u;(:c,T) 5 r,-, for all

z E Q and all 1 S i 5 N. If 2": 6 fl— is such that u(1'c,T) E (927, then u(5,T) is in one of the faces
of 21, say the right-hand jth face (XXL); of 21, that is uj(:i,T) = rj for some j. Therefore,
there exists 17 > 0 such that

—/\u_,-(:E,T) — fj(u(:i:,T)) < —r).

Note that, 5: cannot be on F since in this case 5 would be a maximum point for uj(-,T) and the
normal derivative at this point would be negative, since gj(u(:f,T)) > 0. Thus, Via-(QT) = 0
and Auj(:2,T) 5 0. Consequently, at (LT), Div(a_,-Vuj) = aJ-Auj + VajVuJ- 5 0 and

au- .
2 ba-

'6_tJ = D1V(ajV"j)- I; Eta—$1 - Mi " M“) < ‘flv

so that u_,-(:E,T + h) < rj — nh for small h. By continuity, this holds for all z in a neighborhood
of 5. If KT = {z : u(:r,T) E azf}, then KT is compact, and by what we have just shown, there
is an open set 0 3 U 3 KT such that if: e U, and his small,

"(sz + h) E E(‘r'—"7h)°

If 3 e fi\U, then u(z,T) is interior to 2." so there is a compact set Q contained in the
interior of Ear, and an ho > 0 such that u(z,T + h) E Q if |h| < kg for all z E §\U.

Thus, for sufliciently small It, u(z,T + h) is in 2(.,_,,;,) for all z E Q, and so

Fz°(u(-,T + h)) 5 ‘r - 17h.
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Therefore,
on(u(-,T + h)) - on(u(-,T))

h
.<_ -'7-

and the result is proved!)

As an immediate consequence, we have

Corollary 4.1 The map Fgo :X°’ —» IR+ is a Liapunov functional for (1.1) and

our“: on(¢)=0lC{¢€X°1on(¢)=0}=f¢6X°i¢(fl€30,VZGQ}=Mm

Proof: The proof is obvious, since from the theorem, if on > 0, then it decreases strictlyfl

Note that M00 is not bounded in X a and therefore point dissipativeness does not follow
from the corollary.

Theorem 4.5 Suppose that f,g : IRN —> IR” are C1 and C2, respectively, and satisfy (4.1).
Then, the problem (1.1) has a global attractor A in X". Furthermore,

u(:c) e 20, V: E Q, Vu E A. (4.5)

Proof: It follows from La Salle’s invariance principle and the previous corollary that for any
no 6 X°, the w—limit set w(uo) is contained in M00. Thus, given 7 > 0 there exists t, > 0 such
that T(t)uo(z) 6 ET, for all t 2 t,, since w(uo) C JMC,0 and w(uo) attracts no in X“ under T(t)
and in particular, it attracts uo in C(Q). From the variation of constants formula

t
T(t)uo = e‘A("t’)T(t,)uo +/ e’A('°’)h(T(s)uo)ds, t 2 t,- > 0 (4.6)

t,
we have that

t

”Tuneup g Me“(“‘f)(t - t,)-°|o|%L(T) + M P(r)|o|%/ e“(“’)(t _ s)-°-%ds, (4.7)
T

where ||T(s)uo||°° 5 L('r), Vs 2 t, and P(r) = sup,egf {|Q|i'lf(s)| + ll‘li'|g(.s)|}.

Letting t -~> oo, in the above expression, we obtain

m V’

lim sup ||T(t)ug|[xa 5 MP(1') lQfi/o e"‘s’°"5ds, (4.8)
—'oo

and since the right hand side of (4.8) does not depend on 11.0 E X° we obtain that T(t) is point
dissipative. Even more, we can make ‘r —» O and then

HinsupllTfiMllxo 5 Mrmnalt [o ems-“ids, (4.9)

Since we already have that orbits of bounded subsets of X °‘ under T(t) are bounded subsets
of X °’ and that T(t) is a compact semigroup we have the existence of a global attractor A for
{T(t); t 2 0}, (see, for example, Hale [1989], Theorem 3.4.6).
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Now, if a e A, there is a complete precompact orbit through a and supten ||T(t)u||xa < 00,
which implies

sup F5,(T(t)a) < 00.
mil

By hypothesis, Fg°(T(-—t)a) is increasing for t 2 0 and is bounded above; thus, the limit
l = limt._._°° Fgo(T(t)u) exists. If 2 6 a(a), then Fg°(z) = I, so also Fgo(T(t)z) = l, t 6 IR,
and so Fg°(z) = 0. Thus a(y) C M00 and from Theorem 4.2 attracts T(t)u. But then for any
1' > 0, and for sufficiently negative tn T(t,)u(z) E 27, for all z E 9, which from Theorem 3.1
is an invariant region, and therefore T(t)u(z) 6 ET, for all z 6 9, for t 2 tf. In particular, with
t = 0, u(:c) e E.” for all z E 9. Since 1 > 0 is arbitrary, we get the resultfl

Remark 4.1 It is very important, for some applications, to be able to obtain some a priori
estimates that do not depend on the size of the difi'usion coefficient. See for example Carvalho
[1992] and Carvalho and Oliveira [1992] Carvalho and Rodriguez-Berna! [19.94]. This is an
advantage that the technique of invariant regions has over those employed in Hale [1989], page
77, even in the case a = %. The estimates obtained there, for the size ofA, strongly depend on
the size of the difiusion coefficient.

Corollary 4.2 The elliptic problem
2

-Div(aVa) + EBi(z)% + Au + f(a) = 0, in Q
1j=l

flu

and

has at least one solution which is nontrivial whenever AI + f and 9 have no common zeros.

+ g(u) = 0, in F,

5. Gradient-Like Systems

In this section we study the structure of the global attractor in X“, for systems of reaction
diffusion equations without dispersion; that is, we consider the problem (1.1) with B,- = 0,

j = 1,2, that is
a, — Div(aVu) + An + f(u) = 0, in Q,

} (5.1)
gnla+g(u)=0, in on.

where u and a are as in (1.1) and A > 0. The nonlinearities f = (f1,°",fN)T : 111” —> IR”
9 = (gl, - - - , gN)T : IRN —-> 111” are assumed to be a C1 and 02 functions, respectively, satisfying
(1.2) and for which there exists scalar potentials F : IR" —> IR and G : IR" -—+ R such that

VF(a) = f(a), Va 6 IR"

VG(a) = g(u), Va 6 IR"
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Let V :X° —v IR be the function defined by

W) = g [Jar/aw) + g [nw + [amo + frame»

Then V is continuous and

V(") = _"utll2 S 01

along solutions of (5.1). Therefore, E = {¢ 6 X °' : V(¢) = 0} is the set of equilibrium points
for (5.1) and with the notations of Theorem 4.3, M = B,

We note that (5.1) is not a gradient system in X“ as defined in Hale [1989] because the
Liapunov functional V used before does not verify the conditions there in. However, we have
that the attractor for (5.1) has the same structure that the attractors of gradient systems have.

Theorem 5.1 If {T(t), t 2 0} is the semigmup defined by (1.1) in X", A denotes its attractor,
and E the set of equilibrium points, then A = VV“(E) = {y E X“ : T(—t)y is defined for
t _>_ 0 and T(——t)y —-> E as t —> 00}. If, in addition, every element off? is hyperbolic, then E is
a finite set and A = UzeEW“(z).

Proof: Note that if y e W“(E) then {T(t)y, t E IR} compact and invariant. Therefore it lies
in A and in particular y E A. For the other inclusion observe that if y E A, then there exists a
complete precompact orbit through y and sup,ER ”T(t)y||X¢s < 00, which implies

sup V(T(t)y) < 00.
1611

By hypothesis, V(T(—t)y) is increasing for t 2 0 and is bounded above; thus, the limit 8 =
limt_._0° V(T(t)y) exists. If 2 E a(y), then V(z) = l, so also V(T(t)z) = l, t E R, and so
V(z) = 0. Thus a(y) C E and from Theorem 4.2 attracts T(t)y and the inclusion is proved.
The rest follows as in Hale [1989].D

6. Alternative Dissipativeness Condition

In this section we give alternative dissipativeness conditions to (1.2) and under these, we

prove the existence of a global attractor for (1.1) and give C(§)-—diffusion independent estimates
for the functions in the attractor.

Before we can state these conditions we need to introduce the notion of eventually convex
functions.

Definition 6.1 A smooth function V : R" —-> R is said nondegenerate eventually convex if
there exists 11) > 0 such that for every 14 6 IR", with V(u) > To, V.V(a) at 0 and J‘V(u)(17,1;) _2

0 for every 1) 6 IR".
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Without loss of generality we can always assume that To = 0.

Let V : IR" —> IR be a nondegenerate eventually convex function such that V, = {u 6 IR” :

V(a) 5 r}, r 2 0 verify
(Au + f(u)) - ii(u) > 0

(6.1)
904) - ITl(u) > 0

for every 14 6 8V,-—- {a 6 IR": V(u)—- r}, r > 0, where n(u)is the outward normal to 8V at
a.

Note that {V.,,r 2 0) is an increasing family of sets that covers IR" and VuV(u) is an
outward normal vector to BVT.

First we prove the analogous to Theorem 3.1

Theorem 6.1 The convex set V,, T > 0, is an invariant region for the local solution of (1.1).

Proof: If there is a solution v(z,t) = (vl(x,t),---,vN(:c,t)) of (1.1) with initial data v(:c,0) =
(v1(z,0),-~,vN(z,0)) E V, for all z E Q, that does not stay in V, for all t 6 [0,tmu), then
there is a to and 9:0 E 5 such that

V(v(z,t)) < r, o s t < to, x e 5, and V(v(xo,to)) = r-

We observe that 30 ¢ P since in this case, if it denotes the unit outward normal to 09 at 2:0

g _
" av 3a _ Bu05V1V(v(zo,to))'n - 22311] 313. 231112:szi=1 j=l i=1

A<
N

= 26—%(v(zo,to))-(Vv1n)

= —213_ij'(v(zo,to)) 91'(”(10’t0))

= —VuV(v(zo,to)) ' 9(v(3o,to)) < 0

where for the last inequality we used the fact that the gradient of V is orthogonal to the level
surface 8VT and (6.1).

Therefore, if V(v(zo,t)) < ‘r, Vt e [0, to) and V(v(zo,to)) = 7 implies gfv(”($o,to)) < 0;

then, V.r is invariant.
Rom the fact that mo 6 Q is a point of maximum for V(v(-,t0)), we have V,V(v(z0,to)) = o

and A,V(v(zo,to)) 5 0 and since V is convex outside Vo we have that, at (zo,to)

o z AV(v) d2V(v)(Vv,Vv) + vv.,(v) - Av

IV VV,,(v) - Av.
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Thus, at (20,10)
d On
EV“) V,V(v)5t-

= vV(v)Div(aVv)- 23, (zo)VV(v)-g— - vV(v)(Av+ f(v))
j=1

VvV(v)Div(aVv) — VUV(v)(:\v + f(v))IA

S —VvV(v)(f\v + N)” < 0

where for the last inequality we used the fact that 0 ¢ V.,V(v(a:0,to)) is an outward normal to
814 at v(z0,to) and (6.1).

Therefore, V1 is an invariant region for the local solution of ( 1.1) and the proof is completed.

We now show that, under the above conditions, the solution operator {T(t), t 2 0} for the
parabolic system (1.1) is point dissipative. For this, as in the previous section, we will construct
a suitable Liapunov function.

Let f : IR” —-> IR" and g : IR” —-> IRN be C1 and C2 functions, respectively, satisfying (6.1)
and Fv0 : X“ —+ IR+ be defined by

Fv.(w) = sup{V(w(z)): z e n}. (6.2)

It is easy to check that Fy0 is a continous function and Fv0 (w) = 0 if and only if w(z) 6 V0 for
all z E 9. Then, we prove

Theorem 6.2 Let f, g and V,, 1- > 0, be as before. Suppose that u(-,t) E X" is a solution of
(1.1). Then, for any T > O for which Fvo(u(-,T)) = ‘r > 0, there exists 17 > 0 such that

hmsup Fv.<u(-.T + h);
— Fvo(u(',T)) S

h—eO
(6.3)

Proof: If FVo (u(-,T)) = r > 0 and if 5 E T)— is such that u(:E,T) 6 6V,, there exists 1; > 0 such
that

”‘(Mfi’ T) + f("(5,T))) ' VuV(“(5,t)) < ”I-
Note that, 2“: cannot be on 1‘ since in this case, 5 is a maximum point for V(u(-,T)) and if i is
the unit outward normal to 89 at E, as before,

0 5 V,V(v(s,T)) - ii = —V,,V(v(:E,T)) - g(v(5:,T)) < 0

which is a contradiction. Thus, 5: E Q and V,V(u(5,T)) = 0 and A,V(u(E,T)) 5 0. Conse-
quently, VuV(u) ~Div (aVu)_< 0 at (5, T) and, as before,

8—25") =V..V(u) mv(aVu) §BaV.V(u)',—-VuV(u) (Afl- flu» < ”1,
=1
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so that V(u(f,T+h)) < r — nh for small h. By continuity, this holds for all z in a neighborhood
of i. If K7- : {z : u(z,T) 6 OK}, then KT is compact, and by what we have just shown, there
is an open set Q 3 U 3 K7 such that if: G U, and h is small,

"(17,71 + h) E V(‘r-'Ih)°

If x e §\U, then u(:c,T) is interior to V" so there is a compact set Q contained in the
interior of V1, and an ho > 0 such that u(z,T + h) E Q if |h| < ho for all 2.

Thus, for sufficiently small h, u(z,T + h) is in V(,_,,,,) for all z, and so

Fvo<u(-,T + h» s r — nh-

Therefore,
Fw(u(-,T + h)) — Fw(fl(-,T))

h S —7)-

and the result is provedfl

As an immediate consequence, we have

Corollary 6.1 The map Fvo : X° —+ IR.+ is a Liapunov functional for (1.1) and

We X“: Fv,(¢)= 0} c {d>e X“: Fv°(¢) =0} = {¢EX°: ¢(z)e V0, Vs e 9} = v°o

Proof: The proofis obvious, since from the theorem, if Fvo > 0, then it decreases strictlyfl

Note that V“, is not bounded in X ° and therefore point dissipativeness does not follow from
the corollary.

Theorem 6.3 Suppose that f,g : IR" -—> IR" are C1 and 02, respectively, and satisfy (6.1).
Then, the problem (1.1) has a global attractor A in X“. Furthermore,

u(z) 6 V0, V: E 9, Va 6 A. (6.4)

The proof is as in the previous section, with V0, VT and V“, replacing 20, E, and M00,
respectively.
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